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About This Game

Marvel’s Guardians of the Galaxy: The Telltale Series delivers a brand new story of the universe’s unlikeliest heroes, the rag-tag
band of outlaws who go by the names Star-Lord, Gamora, Drax, Rocket, and Groot. In the wake of an epic battle, the Guardians
discover an artifact of unspeakable power. Each of the Guardians has a reason to desire this relic, as does a ruthless enemy who

is the last of her kind, and who will stop at nothing to tear it from their hands.

From Earth to the Milano to Knowhere and beyond, and set to the beat of awesome music, this five-part episodic series puts you
in the rocket-powered boots of Star-Lord in an original Guardians adventure, told in the unique and award-winning Telltale

style, where your decisions and actions will drive the path of the story you experience.

Includes access to all five episodes in this all-new series from the award-winning studio, Telltale Games.
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Title: Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy: The Telltale Series
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Telltale Games
Publisher:
Telltale Games
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64Bit Service Pack 1 or higher

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTS 450+ with 1024MB+ VRAM (excluding GT)

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 15 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct X 11 sound device

Additional Notes: Not Recommended for Intel integrated graphics. For more detailed specs to optimize the performance of
Marvel's Guardians of the Galaxy: The Telltale Series, please visit: 
http://steamcommunity.com/games/579950/announcements/detail/236845654398215964

English,French,German,Arabic,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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I don't speak any Chinese whatsoever, but it's still really awesome to be able to hear my three feline husbandos. Plus, I'll support
this great game in any way I can. Now I just gotta bide my time until the English dub happens!

P.S. Please make it happen.. Finally a voice to nut to. Had to play around with the settings a little, but I really love this software!
a very smart program it seems. it almost always detects when i have a game running. totally worth the price in my opinion.
 *EDIT* Not very good for streaming, however if you intend to record it is great! and the customizable overlays are awesome.. I
enjoy tower defense but this is not worth it even at a bargain price.
The cursur movement slows down when in the game screen to a point that I found this unplayable.
Movement control of the characters is cumbersome and tedious.
. Best game in the history of ever. 11\/10 would toucha somebody's spaghet again.. Play the second game instead.. i see hope for
this ,who are thinking of buying live2d
:3. I'm enjoing it so far yeh its got no covering mecanism, but when you jump ____ -----------------_____ yeh like that you know
you can kill everything . I'm not finnished with it yet playing on 'hardcor' or just normal as hard isnt unlocked yet but i like
wall♥♥♥♥♥♥and hate the followers there useless so yeh i like this at the moment so keep it up.. I really tried to not hate this
game....I really tried.

Positive:
- Aiming feels like trash (Could try it in SinglePlayer)
- Sounds are like aiming
- Graphics are like sounds

But the best part about this game is:

The mass of gamers, who play this game. It is unbelieveable, how many full servers there are. On weekends the server numbers
are the same as in the middle of the week. Even at night there are as much servers available as through the whole day. That is
the best aspect of this game. Oh wait...you want to know, how much there are? I will tell you....NONE!. Exellent game with its
sad and happy moments. I got this game because i have longed for a dog for years and i just go a refil in my steam wallet. I love
bear and would kill to have a dog like that!
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I personally really like platformer games, and this one is really good. The flow of the whole thing (flow get it?) is great!
Your a drop of water trying to get to a lake that you see from your window. You can change from a liquid, gas, and solid!
Get through the obstacles and to the lake......before you evaporate!!!. No this is not like Amnesia as a few people have said. I
have been playing for the last 1.5 hours and i`m enjoying this game so far. This is not a final review, i just wanted to tell
everyone it`s NOT like Amnesia.. -Short Review-

+ Pros:

*Good art style
(The backgrounds range from farmlands, a mysterious orphanage, to a dark mine; plus some cutscenes include FMV and the
actors can be entertaining to watch)

*Cozy, relaxing atmosphere

*Good music

*Interesting story
(Pretty basic detective story, with an eerie phantom scaring people away, but it's not a bad trait)

- Cons:

*The bonus game - which is unlocked after completing the main game - is found in the Extras menu.
(It would've been nice if this was showcased on the game's main menu for ease of access, it felt kind of hidden)

*Some puzzle instructions are a little vague, which can make them a bit more difficult to play with.
(I ended up skipping a couple because I just didn't understand some of the concepts)

**Overall: A fairly nice HOG with a charming storyline and aesthetic; wonderful to play on a lazy day.
$10 does seem a bit much for roughly 4-5 hours of gameplay, so, buy on sale if you prefer to do so.

+ . + . + . + .

I had been curious about this game for awhile, and after watching a couple of videos to sample it, I decided to have a go.

You play as a young investigative reporter who picks up an old case involving an abandoned orphanage, which closed down
shortly after the children began seeing an eerie figure dressed in a red robe roaming the property.
Is there really a ghost haunting Linden Shades, or is there something more sinister going on?

I admit, the story isn't anything new, but the aesthetics of the game were wonderful and relaxing, and the puzzles were unique
and enjoyable enough. And, some of the AMV cutscenes were fun to watch since the acting was rather cheesy, but nice for what
it is.

My only complaint, however minor, is the fact that - after finishing the game - the bonus game (a small epilogue chapter to the
story of Linden Shades) is kind of hidden in the Extras menu as opposed to being in plain sight in the main menu.
Also, I was a little disappointed that it was only a half-hour long, but it was still enjoyable.

The game was fun, and I do see some replay value, so I'm pretty happy with the results.. Episode 1: a good start
Episode 2: it's a rocky path
Episode 3: OMGWTFBBQ. Not the best graphics or sound, but if you want a decent pick-up-and-play, it will satisfy.
Recommended that you get it on sale.. Want 27 achievements for a dollar?

Me neither.. Really good game. You can't get anything much better from unreal engine. I'm Ukrainian myself, and I can tell you,
this game is very accurate representation of how it is to live in Ukraine. Graphics are very realistic, I felt like I was looking out
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the window when I played this game. Music sounds asian, but that's ok cuz most Ukrainians are weebs, so that's what you would
usually hear outside. Character are memorable and relatable. Story is deep and touching. Gameplay wise, you have to dodge the
bullets, rockets and stuff like that, just like in real life, you know. You also have to explode various Russian heavy weaponary,
just like in real life, you know. This game also requires you to be good at navigating building destroyed by explosions, you
know, just like in real life. You can also play with your friends, and feel despair as all your friends around you die. Requires
UDP terraria port and TCP csgo port opened for hoster.

i r8 8\/8 masterpiece game of the decade

(actually it's really buggy, but it's fun to play if you got friends)
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